LINEACUBE
create your space at any place

®

I take transparency in the
office to a new level. At
the same time, I enable
optimum concentration and
privacy with my double
glazing.

Maars has developed the lineaCube as an answer
to the increasing demand for cells in open plan
offices, to allow people to work, call and meet in
a concentrated way. Workspaces with open plan
environments have consequences for the degree
of privacy, noise insulation and noise absorption.
The lineaCube offers the required acoustic privacy
and an ideal working climate. Alongside completely
transparent walls, combinations with blinds,
privacy glass and closed walls are also possible.

Complete transparency
and acoustic privacy
The lineaCube from Maars is unique, thanks to
its minimalist design and the completely selfsupporting structure with recessed ceiling and
double glazing. Sound insulation and absorption
are ideal. The lineaCube is an independent space
with its own ventilation, acoustic insulation and
absorption, with power, data, audio and lighting
integrated into the ceiling.

linea
Cube

Minimalist design
Due to the absence of vertical profiles, even at the corners, the
lineaCube is completely transparent.
L
 owest sections in the world with a height of only 22mm,
/ less than 1 inch
C
 ontinuous lining
R
 ecessed and underlying ceiling
T
 he walls and doors have flush glazing

Self-supporting

‘Thanks to my maximum
transparency, with no
vertical profiles, I appear
to float in space. My

Ideal working climate

Modularity for tailored solutions

The lineaCube offers an ideal working climate

The layout of the lineaCube is open to endless variation -

thanks to the concealed and fully integrated

from a one-person office to a consulting room with separate

ventilation and air extraction within the ceiling.

compartments. lineaCube offers significant flexibility in dimensions:

U
 nlimited length

Acoustic
properties

aesthetic is unique.

W
 idth up to 4 metres / 13 ft.
H
 eight up to 3 metres / 10 ft.

High sound insulation values up to 48 dB
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Concept boardroom.

The lineaCube can also be combined with steel panels or one of

Very good acoustic insulation with a
reverberation time of 0.5 seconds. This has been
demonstrated to be the ideal value
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Concept meeting room.

the other materials from the vast selection of modular partitions &
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Concept consulting rooms.
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Concept focus workstations.

Living Options within the Maars collection.

Acoustic ceiling.

Lowest sections in the world.

Options

Recessed ceiling

Option to integrate double-glazed design door
or sliding door

In the lineaCube, the ceiling is recessed into the double glazing.

Integrated hanging rail for accessories, such

The flush glazing offers seamless lines, resulting in a clean and
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as absorber cabinets and paintings along the
ceiling contours

transparent design.

Integration of Living Options, such as

M
 aximum sound insulation and absorption

multimedia, sound panels, whiteboards

Integrated indirect LED mood lighting along the ceiling
contours
D
 irect lighting; spots or hanging lamps
Integrated sprinkler, fire alarm and/or movement sensors
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S
 teel Maars ceiling construction or customized ceiling
O
 ptional stretch ceiling
Integrated LED mood lighting.

LED lighting

Suspension rail

Ventilation (supply)
Ventilation (return)

Design
it your way

Partial solid wall with integrated multimedia panel.
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Concealed hinges.

Whiteboard panels.

Integral suspension rail.
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Newtonweg 1, PO Box 1000
3840 BA Harderwijk
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)341 46 52 11
F +31 (0)341 46 53 46
info@maars.nl
www.maarslivingwalls.com

You can also download our Maars app
in the App Store and in Google Play

